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As the *Journal* begins its second decade of publication, the staff is proud to introduce a new cover design and a larger format. The change conforms to traditional legal periodical size, and will make it possible for the *Journal* to bring to its readers a greater quantity and variety of editorial material.

* * * * * *

Heading the news items from the Southwestern Legal Foundation is the Short Course on Oil and Gas Law which has been in progress during the month of January. The special course was climaxed by the 8th Annual Institute on the Law of Oil and Gas and Taxation January 30 - February 1. Future activities of the Foundation, in cooperation with the Southern Methodist University School of Law, include the 6th Annual Lawyers' Week April 22-27. In conjunction with the week's activities will be the Institute of Labor Law on the 22nd and 23rd, and the 5th Annual Jurisprudence Symposium, scheduled for April 24.

* * * * * *

The Law School participated, during the month of December, 1956, in the annual conference of the Chancery Club, a national pre-law organization, which was held at S.M.U. The conference was the second national meeting of the recently formed group. A program for pre-law advisors, held in conjunction with the conference, was sponsored by the Law School, and Prof. Charles W. Webster was chairman of the event.